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Figure 1. Daily variations of temperature on the dry and the rainy seasons averaged across all areas and 5 sampling days per sea-
son. Bars indicate standard error.
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Journal of Insect Science | www.insectscience.org 3Table 1. Behavioral ethogram of Paryphthimoides phronius males
Behavior Description
Perch Male perched on the vegetation or on the ground
Flight Horizontal shift inside the territory area or over greater distances
Forage Adult feeding on grass inflorescence or decomposing fruit
Territorial patrol Back and forth flight, inside and adjacent to the territory area
Territorial defense Linear, circular or spiral chases between two P. phronius males
Territorial display Periods during the territorial defense when both males remain perched in opposite directions, flapping its wings at regular intervals
Copulation Male and female with its abdominal tips in contact
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Daily behavioral pattern of P. phronius males
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Behavior of sexually receptive P. phronius
females
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Journal of Insect Science | www.insectscience.org 4Table 2. Repeated measures ANOVA comparing total counts of
Paryphthimoides phronius and Hermeuptychia hermes over the day in the
area 1.
The analysis was conducted separately for each season.
Season Effect SS df MS F P
Dry Species 6.25 1 6.25 0.84 0.386
Dry Residual 59.44 8 7.43
Dry Hour 35.89 9 3.98 2.47 0.016
Dry Hour*species 34.05 9 3.78 2.34 0.022
Dry Residual 116.16 72 1.61
Rainy Species 10.24 1 10.24 3.11 0.116
Rainy Residual 26.32 8 3.29
Rainy Hour 44.36 9 4.93 3.24 0.002
Rainy Hour*species 88.16 9 9.57 6.28 <0.001
Rainy Residual 109.68 72 1.52
Significant relationships are highlighted in bold.
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confidence interval for means of total count based on samples from 5 days.
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Table 3. Covariance analyses showing the relationship between
mean male abundance of Paryphthimoides phronius and temperature
along the day and season in the area 1.
Effect ANCOVA P
Season F(1,18) = 0.22 0.643
Temperature F(1,18) = 9.27 0.008
Season*temperature F(1,18) = 0.10 0.754
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Journal of Insect Science | www.insectscience.org 6Figure 3. Variation in the abundance of Paryphthimoides phronius along forest edge transects taken hourly over the day on area 1 (A) and
area 2 (B). Bars represent the 95% confidence interval for means of total count based on five sample days.
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represents the temperature and male total counts averaged per hour across five sampling days.
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Journal of Insect Science | www.insectscience.org 8Figure 5. Relationship between mean abundance of Hermeuptychia hermes and temperature. Each point represents the temperature and but-
terfly total count averaged per hour across five sampling days.
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Table 4. Number of observed males and total observation time
for each hour during the daily activity pattern sampling (for wet






8:30 6 10800 4869.3 (45%)
9:30 5 9000 4724.8 (52%)
10:30 9 16200 9897.8 (61%)
11:30 8 14400 11602.7 (81%)
12:30 9 16200 9886.9 (61%)
13:30 8 14400 11114.4 (77%)
14:30 7 12600 11713.1 (93%)
15:30 10 18000 11486.4 (64%)
16:30 9 16200 8574.0 (53%)
The expected time was calculated as the total time that would
have been expended if we had accompanied all males for complete
30 min.
Values between parentheses represent the proportion of the ob-
servations done in relation to the total expected time.
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Journal of Insect Science | www.insectscience.org 9Figure 6. Daily activity budget of male Paryphthimoides phronius (based on 71 behavioral observations, 48 during the rainy season and 23 dur-
ing the dry season). Each hourly estimate is based on means of five butterflies observed each on separate days. Bars represent standard error.
Time spent perching is not shown.
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